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1. Dataset Comparisons

In Table 1, we summarize several recent RGB-D datasets
and compare with the proposed DyDToF dataset. We mark
the drawbacks in previous datasets with red color. Note
that the DyDToF dataset is not limited to the dToF sen-
sor application and has the potential to set up new bench-
marks for general 3D reconstruction algorithms (e.g., dy-
namic scene 3D reconstruction, dynamic scene novel view
synthesize [4, 18]). Please refer to our project page for
more details on the DyDToF dataset. https://github.
com/facebookresearch/DVSR/

2. Performance with Hardware Imperfectness

In the main text, we are assuming an ideal dToF imag-
ing model. Here we discuss more general situations where
hardware imperfectness presents.

We assume two types of noises in the histogram: signal-
dependent shot noise, which originates from the dToF active
illumination signal itself, and signal-independent Gaussian
noise, which originates from the ambient light or sensor
noise1. We modify the image formation model (Eqn. 1 in
the main text) to be

h0[k] =

∫
iFoV

∫ (k+1)t0

kt0

r[x, y]g(t− 2d[x, y]/c) dxdydt

(1)

h[k] = P[h0[k]] +N (0, 1)σg, k = 1, 2, ...,K

Where P applies the photon shot noise and σg denotes the
standard deviation of Gaussian noise. We define the signal-
background ratio (SBR) [3] as the expectation value of the

1We assume the non-negative background induced by ambient photon
is subtracted, while leaving the zero-mean photon shot noise.

per-histogram SBR

SBR = E[
∑
k

h[k]/

√
Kσ2

g +
∑
k

h[k]] (2)

As shown in Table. 2, with a moderate amount of noise,
DVSR and HVSR have performance close to noise-free
condition, while the per-frame estimation quality drops sig-
nificantly. This is due to two reasons: First, since noise
is random in each frame, by aggregating information from
multiple frames, the network obtains denoising capability.
Similar effects are also demonstrated in RGB video/burst
denoising [10, 11, 14]. Second, our histogram matching
module is inherently robust to noise. Instead of attending
to all the details in the full histogram, peak detection, and
rough scale rebinning only pick out the strongest signal and
average out most of the fluctuations.

We also evaluate the network performances with lower
dToF depth resolution (we use 1024 in the main text and
128 in this ablation study). This has limited influence on all
the algorithms.

3. Performance with Multi-path Interference
Multi-path interference (MPI) is a long-standing prob-

lem in time-of-flight depth sensing. Much progress has
been made to alleviate this effect in indirect time-of-flight
(iToF) sensors leveraging modern neural networks and
high-quality synthetic datasets [6, 7, 13]. However, limited
by the temporal resolution of iToF sensor, handling strong
MPI (e.g. at a corner) remains challenging. On the other
hand, dToF sensor provides high temporal resolution and
thus is more favorable in handling MPI [7]. Here we use
the transient renderer (TR) [9] to validate the fidelity of
our dToF simulator and evaluate our HVSR network with
MPI. Note that when the light propagation medium (air) is
transparent and MPI is disabled, the TR (Eqn.1 in [9]) falls
back to Eqn.5 in our paper, as shown in Fig.1(a). When
strong MPI presents, the TR generated histogram contains
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Dataset # Scenes # Frames Data Modalities Format Quality Environment Dynamic

ScanNet 1513 2.5M RGB-D + Semantics Video MQ Indoor None
Matterport3D 90 194k RGB-D + Semantics Video MQ Indoor None

Replica 18 – Colored Meshes – HQ Indoor None

TarTanAir 18 185k
RGB-D + Semantics +

Flow Video HQ
Outdoor (15)

Indoor (3) Very few

Sintel 20 1k RGB-D + Flow Video Cartoon Outdoor Yes

HyperSim 400 75k
RGB-D + Albedo +

Surface Normal + Semantics Image HQ Indoor None

DyDToF (ours) 100 50k
RGB-D + Albedo +

Surface Normal Video HQ Indoor Yes

Table 1. RGB-D dataset comparisons.

Methods SBR AE (mm) ↓

NLSPN noise free 48.8
NLSPN 50 61.2
DVSR noise free 40.2
DVSR 50 43.2
HVSR noise free 27.5
HVSR 50 28.1

Table 2. Ablation studies on noise.

Methods # Time bin AE (mm) ↓

NLSPN 128 45.6
DVSR 128 40.3
HVSR 128 28.9

Table 3. Ablation studies with lower depth resolution.

DVSR Variants AE (mm) ↓ TEPE (mm) ↓

Single stage 52.4 22.1
Full model 40.2 15.6

Table 4. Ablation studies on per-frame network design.

additional peaks (red bonding box). However, our HVSR
network still performs reasonably well without finetuning,
as shown in Fig.1(b), (c) (MPI indeed introduces minor ar-
tifacts close to intersections). We attribute this to the tem-
poral resolving capability of dToF sensors. As shown in
Fig.1(a), the MPI-induced peaks are generally much weaker
than the main peak and separated temporally (different from
iToF). We believe the performance can be further enhanced

HVSR Variants # Frames AE (mm) ↓

Forward only
w/o hist-conf 5 34.4

Forward only 5 32.2
w/o hist-conf 5 30.6
Full model 5 29.4

w/o hist-conf 30 28.2
Full model 30 27.5

Table 5. Ablation studies on histogram information.
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Figure 1. (a) Histograms generated with our simulator and TR [9].
(b) HVSR reconstruction with MPI (without finetuning). Despite
minor erros, the reconstruction maintains high accuracy due to the
high temporal resolution in dToF sensor.

by incorporating MPI (or data augmentation) in training [6].

4. Real-world Generalization to Apple ARKit
Different from the raw dToF data that our networks are

trained on, the dToF data provided by Apple’s ARKit [1, 2]
is pre-processed with a closed-source depth densification al-
gorithm. To compare our DVSR network with ARKit with-
out introducing additional information, we naively down-
sample the pre-processed ARKit dToF data as input to our
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Figure 2. Qualitative comparison with Apple ARKit. Our DVSR
network (without finetuning) not only achieves sharper edges, but
also corrects minor errors in the pre-processed ARKit depth with
multi-frame information aggregation.

DVSR network. As shown in Fig.2, DVSR (without fine-
tuning) not only achieves sharper edges but also corrects
minor errors in the input (red box) using multi-frame cues.
This demonstrates the generalizability of our model, even to
pseudo dToF depth. We use both static scene from the of-
ficial ARKitscenes dataset [1] (first row) and self-captured
dynamic scene [2] (second row) for evaluations. Please re-
fer to the supplementary video or project page for video
comparisons.

5. Extention: Sparse Depth Completion

The proposed depth video super-resolution (DVSR)
framework can be adequately applied in other video depth
estimation tasks. As an example, we retrain the network on
the conventional depth completion task (with small modifi-
cations at the input stage to accommodate the different data
modalities). The task converts high-resolution, sparse depth
maps into high-resolution, dense depth maps. We use a ran-
dom dot sampling pattern at each frame in the video clip,
with density ∼ 1/162 = 0.4%. We use the same settings to
train the network on the TarTanAir dataset. We name this
new model depth video sparse-to-dense (DVS2D).

As shown in Fig. 3 (a), we compare the DVS2D perfor-
mance with the per-frame processing NLSPN baseline [12].
Due to the low sampling density, per-frame prediction re-
sults miss important but not sampled details (red bounding
boxes), while DVS2D has the capability of maintaining all
structures even if they are not sampled in the current frame.
This intuitively demonstrates the effectiveness of our tem-
poral fusion module.

In Fig. 3 (b), we further conduct a cross-dataset evalu-
ation on the KITTI dataset [5]. A significant improvement
in depth edges can also be observed. What’s more, in real-
world captured data (e.g., KITTI dataset), incorrect depth
values induced by misalignment and transparent objects
(e.g., car windows) are unavoidable. However, DVS2D is
generally stable to these artifacts despite not encountering

them in the training process. We again attribute this advan-
tage to our temporal fusion module through comparison to
the per-frame baseline model.

6. Network Architecture Details
We show our detailed network architecture in Fig. 4. Our

code and dataset are open-source at https://github.
com/facebookresearch/DVSR/. The DVSR and
HVSR network runs at ∼ 10FPS, with ∼ 280MB memory
consumption per frame with output resolution 480× 640.

7. More Ablation Studies
In the additional ablation studies, we use the same train-

ing/testing split as in the main text unless mentioned.

7.1. Double stage vs. Single stage

In the main text, we conduct ablation studies on the
multi-frame fusion module. In Table. 4, we conduct an
ablation study on another key design choice, the double-
stage processing framework. Double-stage processing is
widely applied in computer vision tasks, including depth
prediction [8, 12, 17], object detection [19], flow estima-
tion [15, 16], etc. It generally involves an encoder-decoder-
based initial prediction stage and a refinement stage based
on spatial propagation [12], recurrent modules [15], or sim-
ply another encoder-decoder network [8,19]. We choose the
last approach since it is the most general and most compat-
ible with our multi-frame fusion module. It is evident that
the double-stage design is important to the network perfor-
mance.

7.2. dToF Histogram Processing

We further analyze how utilizing the histogram informa-
tion facilitates the depth estimation, as shown in Table 5. In-
putting the rebinned histogram instead of a single depth map
boosts the network performance significantly, simply due
to more information in the processing. When temporal fu-
sion is insufficient (e.g., in the case of shorter video clips or
forward-only operations), histogram matching-based confi-
dence helps identify errors and contributes more to the esti-
mation quality.

8. More Results Visualization
We show more qualitative comparisons in Fig. 5 (Replica

dataset) and Fig. 6 (DyDToF dataset). Please refer to our
supplementary video for temporal stability comparisons.
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Figure 3. Extension to depth completion task on (a) TarTanAir dataset, (b) KITTI dataset. Note that the video processing network has
the capabilities of: predicting structures missing in the current frame with the assistance from adjacent frames (bounding boxes in (a)),
mitigating errors induced by misalignment and transparent objects (e.g., windows) (bounding boxes in (b))
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Figure 5. More qualitative comparisons on Replica dataset.
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